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Abstract: A novel geostationary satellite, the H8/AHI (Himawari-8/Advanced Himawari Imager),
greatly improved the scan times per day covering East Asia, and the operational products have been
stably provided for a period of time. Currently, atmospheric aerosol pollution is a major concern in
China. H8/AHI aerosol products with a high temporal resolution are helpful for real-time monitoring
of subtle aerosol variation. However, the H8/AHI aerosol optical thickness (AOT) product has been
updated three times since its launch, and the evaluation of this dataset is currently rare. In order to
validate its accuracy, this study compared the H8/AHI Level-3 (L3) hourly AOT products of all versions
with measurements obtained from eleven sunphotometer sites located in eastern China from 2015 to
2018. Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) Collection 6 AOT products from the
same period were also used for inter-comparison. Although the H8/AHI AOT retrievals in version 010
show a moderate agreement with ground-based observations (correlation coefficient (R): 0.66–0.85),
and the time series analysis shows that it can effectively monitor hourly variation, it suffers from
an obvious underestimation of 0.3 compared to ground-based and MODIS observations. After the
retrieval algorithm updated the predefined aerosol model, the overall underestimation of AHI AOTs
was solved (version 010 slope: 0.43–0.62, version 030 slope: 0.75–1.02), and the AOTs in version
030 show a high agreement with observations from ten sites (R: 0.73–0.91). In addition, the surface
reflectance dataset derived from the minimum reflectivity model in version 010 is inaccurate in parts
of eastern China, for both “bright” and “dark” land surfaces, which leads to the overestimation of
the AOT values under low aerosol loads at the Beijing and Xianghe sites. After the update of the
surface dataset in version 030, this phenomenon was alleviated, resulting in no significant difference
in scatterplots under different surface conditions. The AOTs of H8/AHI version 030 show a significant
improvement compared to the previous two versions, but the spatial distribution of AHI is still
different from MODIS AOT products due to the differences in sensors and algorithms. Therefore,
although the evaluation in this study demonstrates the effectiveness of H8/AHI AOT products for
aerosol monitoring at fine temporal resolutions, the performance of H8/AHI AOT products needs
further study by considering more conditions.
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1. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosols directly and indirectly affect the radiation budget balance of the
Earth-atmosphere system through a variety of natural processes and anthropogenic processes [1,2] and
also have a negative impact on public health [3]. Satellite remote sensing is a promising approach to
ultimately learn about the long-term trends and spatial patterns of atmospheric aerosols. As the most
widely used satellite aerosol sensor, the MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer)
onboard Terra and Aqua satellites provide aerosol products twice per day with a nearly full global
coverage [4,5], greatly helping the community improve the understanding of aerosol characteristics,
with various associated applications [6–8]. However, the sparse observations of polar-orbit satellites
make it difficult to cope with the needs of assessing particulate matter exposure in real-time [9–11].
Recently, several geostationary orbit satellites have become available in response to the higher
temporal resolution for observing aerosol diurnal variation over a large spatial scale. The Himawari-8,
developed by the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), is a new generation of geostationary
meteorological satellites that has state-of-the-art optical sensors with great improvements over those
previously available in the geostationary orbit [12,13]. The Advanced Himawari Imager (AHI) onboard
the Himawari-8 is a 16-channel multispectral imager’ the first six bands (0.47µm–2.2µm) from visible
to shortwave IR can be used to observe the radiance of atmospheric aerosols and Earth’s surface at
10-minute intervals in East Asia during the daytime [14]. Firstly, the JMA derived an aerosol optical
thickness (AOT) dataset from the Himawari-8/Advanced Himawari Imager (H8/AHI) to monitor dust
events in East Asia [15]. Thereafter, She et al. [16] developed a simple dust detection and intensity
estimation method using the observations from the H8/AHI. Yan et al. [17] developed a minimum
albedo aerosol retrieval method based on the H8/AHI. Zhang et al. [18] retrieved an AOT dataset
over East Asia from the H8/AHI using six typical aerosol models and improved channel relationships.
Yang et al. [19] retrieved a new H8/AHI AOT dataset over mainland China using a traditional dark
target algorithm. Later, the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) released their H8/AHI aerosol
products via the JAXA Himawari Monitor website, including a Level-2 (L2) dataset of 10-minute
interval and hourly Level-3 (L3) products with two sub-datasets (AOTpure and AOTmerged) and three
versions (010, 020, 030) [20].
Eastern China is suffering serve aerosol pollution with heavy loading and diverse sources [21,22],
and the high spatial–temporal resolution of H8/AHI could provide great help. Given the use of
approximations and assumptions of the surface reflectance and the aerosol model in satellite aerosol
retrievals, ground validations are needed to examine the uncertainties of aerosol products desired for
applications [23–26] However, there are few assessment papers about this novel geostationary satellite
at present. A preliminary evaluation of the JAXA H8/AHI AOD (Aerosol Optical Depth) products over
eastern China has been conducted using the AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) [27] observations
by Wang et al. [28] and Zang et al. [29] for estimating hourly particulate matter concentrations, but the
ground-based sites they used for long-term observations are very limited, and no one has compared
the differences between the three versions. Therefore, a comprehensive assessment of the different
versions of JAXA H8/AHI AOT products in eastern China is needed.
In this study, we provide an evaluation of the AOD products of three JAXA H8/AHI versions over
eastern China based on eleven long-term ground sunphotometer sites and Terra/Aqua-MODIS 3 km
AOD products. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the data and
methods. Spatial–temporal comparisons and the inter-comparison of different versions are discussed
in Section 3. The key findings are summarized in Section 4.
2. Data and Methods
2.1. JAXA Himawari-8-AHI Aerosol Dataset
The H8/AHI AOT products are developed by the Earth Observation Research Centre of JAXA.
Firstly, L2 AOToriginal products are retrieved from the H8/AHI’s multispectral measurements at
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10-minute intervals, based on a minimum reflectance technique, normalized difference vegetation
index, and assumed aerosol model [30,31]. Cloud-free pixels are identified using the Cloud and Aerosol
Unbiased Decision Intellectual Algorithm (CLAUDIA) developed by Ishida and Nakajima [32] and
Ishida et al. [33]. More details of the retrieval flow are documented in the article of Daisaku [15]. Then,
an hourly spatial–temporal combined algorithm is applied to the L2 dataset (referred to as AOToriginal)
to produce a more accurate L3 dataset with 5km resolution, named AOTpure, with rigorous cloud
screening. In order to solve the problem of null values, another sub-dataset, AOTmerged, is created by
interpolating AOTpure with the same algorithm for AOTpure processed in the L3 product.
As the versions of the L3 products are updated from 010 to 030, the combined algorithms of L3
products (using spatial–temporal variability characteristics of the L2 original retrievals surrounding
12.5 km and past 1 hour to eliminate cloud-contaminated pixels and derive a highly accurate L3 AOT
dataset [34]) are invariable. The basic methods for AOT retrieval, such as the cloud processing and
the optimal estimation step, are also consistent (which only fixed minor bugs, added a quality flag,
and improved the iteration of optical estimation). However, the aerosol model and surface reflectance
preset-dataset, as the input for the AOT retrieval method, was updated based on historical data and
new research [31]. Therefore, in the follow-up discussion, we only focused on the differences caused
by the aerosol model and surface reflectance. More details of the retrieval flow are documented in
Daisaku et al. [15] and its official document [20].
In this study, H8/AHI L3 AOT products (versions 010, 020, 030, from 8:00 to 17:00 China Standard
Time (CST) daily, UTC+8 in China) downloaded from the JAXA Himawari Monitor website were
validated. The coverage periods for different versions are shown in Figure 1. In order to fully evaluate
the L3 products, we set three different study periods. The first, from September 2015 to August 2017,
covered the complete season cycle for two years and can be used to accurately validate version 010 AOT
retrievals of different types (AOTmerged and AOTpure) by eliminating accidental errors. The second
period was from June to August 2018, which was covered by three versions at the same time; this was
used to compare the differences between the three versions (010, 020, 030). The last period, from August
to December 2018, was only used for version 030. In addition, the quality of H8/AHI AOT data
was classified using four confidence levels, i.e., “very good”, “good”, “marginal”, “no confidence”.
Only the AOT data at 500nm with the highest confidence level (“very good”) were used.
Figure 1. The coverage periods for the three versions validated here. The blue line stands for version
010 since the launch of Himawari-8/Advanced Himawari Imager (H8/AHI). Versions 020 and 030 (violet
and red lines) were subsequently released in 2018.
2.2. MODIS C6 Data
The AOT products of MODIS, the most widely used satellite aerosol sensor, have very high
precision at a global scale [23–25]. The MODIS C6 3 km AOT data (Optical Depth Land and Ocean) for
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Terra and Aqua were also obtained for the matched time period, and only high quality (Quality Flag = 3)
AOT retrievals were considered.
2.3. Ground Sunphotometer Measurements
The Cimel sunphotometer is a multichannel, automatic, sun-and-sky scanning radiometer that
measures and retrieves aerosol optical properties with a high AOT accuracy around 0.01–0.02 [35,36].
As shown in Figure 2, eleven permanent sunphotometer sites evenly distributed across eastern
China were used here, including four Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) sites (Beijing, Xianghe,
Xuzhou, and Taihu), one site (Wuhan) operated by Wuhan University [37], which is a member of
CARSNET (China Meteorological Administration Aerosol Remote Sensing Network) [38], and six
Sun-Sky Radiometer Observation Network (SONET) sites [39,40] (Yanqihu, Jiaozuo, Songshan, Hefei,
Nanjing, and Shanghai). There are three levels of AERONET data (http://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov).
In order to further guarantee the quality of AERONET AOTs, we adopt the new V3 Level 1.5 dataset,
which is consolidated by improving the input criteria from that of the V2. At the Wuhan and SONET
sites, Level 1.5 AOT data derived following the method of Smirnov et al. [40,41] were used. The details
of all sites can be found in Table 1.
Figure 2. Study area and locations of sites. The cyan-blue rectangle in the left panel represents the
eastern China region and the colored dots in the right panel show the locations of eleven ground
sunphotometer sites.
Table 1. Information about the eleven ground sunphotometer sites.
Sites Longitude (◦) Latitude (◦) Altitude (m) Period Surface
Beijing 116.38 39.98 92 2015.9–2018.12 Urban
Xianghe 116.96 39.75 36 2015.9–2018.12 Rural
Xuzhou 117.14 34.22 60 2015.9–2018.12 Suburb
Taihu 120.22 31.42 20 2015.9–2018.10 Urban
Wuhan 114.35 30.53 30 2015.9–2017.3 Urban
Yanqihu 116.67 40.41 100 2018.8–2018.12 Rural
Jiaozuo 113.25 35.19 113 2018.8–2018.12 Urban
Songshan 113.10 34.54 475 2018.8–2018.12 Woodland
Hefei 117.16 31.91 36 2018.8–2018.12 Suburb
Nanjing 118.96 32.12 52 2018.8–2018.12 Suburbs
Shanghai 121.48 31.28 85 2018.8–2018.12 Urban
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2.4. Data Integration
The most important issue for comparisons between different datasets is the matchup strategy
of spatial and temporal scales. For ground-based sites, the measurements taken within ±30 minutes
of satellite sensor scan time were used. For satellite data, the pixels of a large window surrounding
each site was averaged to eliminate spatial heterogeneity. Considering the merged strategy of AHI
L3 products [34] (merging the values of observations surrounding 12.5km and past 1 hour in the L2
dataset), in this paper, a window of 3 × 3 pixels (15 × 15 km2) with the ground-based site in the center
pixel was chosen. Then, the spatial average of AOTs in this window was compared to the temporal
mean of ground-based observations within the past 1 hour of satellite scanning. As auxiliary data,
the MODIS 3 km AOT products of two satellites, Terra and Aqua (overpass at about 10:30/13:30 CST),
which used the same spatial–temporal strategy as H8/AHI, was used for inter-comparison. In order
to account for the potential error in the satellite and ground-based datasets, an additional constraint
condition of at least 30% effective satellite retrievals within the window and at least two ground-based
observations within an hour (possibly four or five AERONET observations in the past 1 hour) were
considered [4,36].
For spatial distribution comparisons of different AOT products, considering the reliability,
a bottom-up strategy was adopted: the monthly mean per image consists of at least two daily satellite
AOT observations, the seasonal mean consists of at least two monthly observations, and the annual
average per pixel must include four seasonal observations. When comparing MODIS AOT products
with one corresponding image from H8/AHI at the closest moment, there would be an inevitable time
difference of about 30 minutes, so we used the AHI AOT mean of two closest moments (for example,
for a MODIS/Aqua overpass at about 13:30 CST, the AHI images of 13:00 and 14:00 are used).
2.5. Evaluation Metrics
In this study, several metrics were used to validate the satellite aerosol products with ground-based
observations: (i) the correlation coefficient (R), refers to the relationship between the AHI aerosol
retrievals and the ground-based measurements; (ii) percentage (%) refers to the percentage of AHI
AOT retrievals falling within the expected error (EE) (±(0.05 + 0.15τ)), which are two linear envelope
lines below and above the 1:1 line on the scatterplot, embracing most matchup points. The standard
is proposed by MODIS assessment team and widely used [4]. It was applied in this study to assess
whether the AHI retrievals achieve the same accuracy as the ground measurements and MODIS
AOT; (iii) mean difference (MD =
∑
(∆)/n) describes the mean bias between two datasets; (iv) root
mean square error (RMSE =
√∑
∆∆/n) refers to the satellite products’ absolute deviation from
ground-based AOTs. The bigger the first and second metrics, the closer the AHI is to the ground-based
data; the smaller the third and fourth ones, the smaller the gap between satellite retrievals and the
ground-based data.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Evaluation of the H8/AHI Version 010 Dataset
As the L3 versions of AHI AOT products are updated from 010 to 030, the retrieval method and
combined strategies are invariable. Version 010 contains data covering the longest time, which can be
used to verify the overall H8/AHI L3 aerosol quality across the board. AOTpure is directly merged
from L2 original data, so we use this dataset for a numerical analysis. (In fact, we compared AOTpure
and AOTmerged with ground-based measurements, and the results were basically the same).
3.1.1. Comparison between H8/AHI Version 010 and Ground Sites
Figure 3 shows a comparison between the AOTpure of version 010 and the ground match-ups from
five sites (Beijing, Xianghe, Xuzhou, Taihu, and Wuhan). At all five sites, obvious underestimations
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(slopes range from 0.43 to 0.62) and high uncertainty (RMSE > 0.3) are observed. The largest R of 0.85
and the smallest intercept of −0.03 appear at the Xuzhou site, while the Beijing site has the smallest
R of 0.66 and the largest intercept of 0.22. However, some overestimations at low aerosol loading
(τ < 0.15) are found at the Beijing and Xianghe sites, and the smaller the AOT, the greater the deviation.
This phenomenon does not seem to exist at other sites, where most of the AOTs are larger than 0.3.
Figure 3. Scatterplots of the H8/AHI version 010 dataset of aerosol optical thickness (AOT)pure against
ground-based measurements at 500nm during 8:00–17:00 CST from September 2015 to August 2017.
There are five sites: (a) Beijing, (b) Xianghe, (c) Xuzhou, (d) Wuhan, and (e) Taihu. The color bar
indicates the number of data points, the solid red line is a linear regression, the gray solid line is the
1:1 line, and the dashed blue lines symmetrical to the grey line are the expected error (EE) envelopes.
The means in text representation in the figure have been described in the evaluation metrics section.
3.1.2. Inter-Comparison between H8/AHI and MODIS
To further evaluate the dataset of version 010, MODIS 3 km AOT products were introduced
for inter-comparison. The collocations of AHI and ground-based measurements were selected for
the corresponding times (values at 10:00 and 11:00 for Terra’s overpass time, and at 13:00 and 14:00
for Aqua’s overpass time). As shown in Figure 4, MODIS performs better than H8/AHI; it has a
smaller RMSE, a higher correlation coefficient (over 0.9), and more data fall into the error envelope.
The Xuzhou site has a relatively better performance, and the Xianghe site has a greater correlation
coefficient than the Beijing site (0.72 versus 0.66), although they are geographically adjacent. In the
case of low aerosol loading (τ < 0.15), both the retrievals of AHI and MODIS are overestimated at the
Beijing site, but MODIS returned to a normal level and had a very high correlation coefficient of 0.98 at
the Xianghe site.
3.1.3. AOT Deviation Dependent on the Aerosol Concentration
Figure 5 shows the magnitude of the underestimation of H8/AHI version 010 and the number
distribution under different AOTs from ground-based sites. The period of one year, from September
2015 to August 2016, and covering five sites was chosen in order to avoid seasonal biases. An obvious
decreasing trend of the mean deviation with an increase in the ground AOT can be seen in all five
sites. Most absolute values for the deviations are below 0.3 when the ground-based AOT < 1.2, but the
values increase rapidly to 1.0 when the ground-based AOT >1.2. At low AOTs (τ < 0.15), a slightly
positive bias can be found.
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Figure 4. Scatterplots of the AOTs from different satellites against ground-based measurement at
500nm. The top row represents MODIS 3 km AOT products and the bottom row is the 5 km AOTpure
of version 010 with the same spatial range at Beijing, Xianghe, and Xuzhou. The means in the figure
represent the same elements as in Figure 3.
Figure 5. The difference between H8/AHI L3 AOTpure and ground-based AOTs from September 2015 to
August 2016. (a) Beijing; (b) Xuzhou; (c) Taihu; (d) Xianghe; (e) Wuhan. The difference is estimated by
the best linear fit to 1 standard deviation of the biases (top–bottom intervals of the red vertical rectangle),
median (short middle line in the vertical red rectangles), the means of the D-value in each frequency
interval (black square points), max & min observations (grey square points) of the left-hand axis and
labels. The bottom blue columns represent the sampling frequency by 0.1 increments (horizontal axis)
of the right-hand axis and labels.
3.1.4. Temporal Variation Evaluation
Most studies of the polar orbiting satellites have analyzed the daily and monthly AOT variation.
In order to verify the capability of the geostationary satellite H8/AHI, this section analyzes the dataset
at a finer scale (hourly). Days with more data were chosen for reliable comparisons, which can also
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be considered as screening out the data of sunny days. One day with more than seven retrievals
(theoretically, the maximum is 10) in the AHI AOTpure dataset at the Beijing and Xuzhou sites and
more than four retrievals at the Taihu site (loose constraint was needed under the actual weather
conditions) was treated as a cloud-free day. The corresponding data from MODIS and the ground
sunphotometers were selected for the same date from 2015 to 2017. As shown in Figure 6, it is easy to
see that the variation in the AHI AOTpure dataset is consistent with the ground-based observations.
The best result is in Beijing, and the mean differences range from −0.11 to 0.21 during most days.
By contrast, the corresponding MODIS AOTs show an obvious overestimation. In Xuzhou, negative
deviations ranging from −0.39 to −0.12 are exhibited, against a small difference between MODIS and
ground-based datasets. In addition, there is not even one value at the Taihu site in two years of MODIS
AOT products because of its strict quality control and short overpass time. In contrast, H8/AHI exhibits
a great advantage in capturing the subtle dynamic variations in aerosols, with a slight underestimation.
Figure 6. Differences between retrievals of H8/AHI version 010 and the ground-based measurements.
(a) Beijing; (b) Xuzhou; (c) Taihu. The solid red line represents the daily mean of at least 7 AHI retrievals
in one day (4 in panel c due to limited data), and the dashed blue line represents the ground match-up
AOTs. The green points are the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) match-ups.
The gray shaded columns and the number shown are the difference between the two datasets.
3.1.5. Spatial Distribution Evaluation
This section compares the annual spatial distribution of AHI and MODIS AOT products. Because
the angstrom exponent used to convert the AOT from 550 nm to 500 nm (the same as the H8/AHI) was
not available in the MODIS 3 km dataset, we only conducted a qualitative comparison. AOTmerged
interpolated from AOTpure to achieve fewer missing spatial observations was also compared. Figure 7
shows the spatial distributions of 2016 annual AOT means for the two datasets in H8/AHI and the
MODIS AOT products (Terra) at 10:30 CST. It can be seen that the spatial variation of the two H8/AHI
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datasets is generally consistent, but AOTmerged tends to be lower than MODIS in areas with heavy
aerosol loading. H8/AHI provides more retrievals in the northwest of the study area, whereas MODIS
has fewer missing value pixels in Fujian province. Compared to AOTmerged in Figure 8c, the image of
AOTpure in Figure 8b has more missing value pixels.
Figure 7. The AOT annual mean spatial distribution of three datasets at about 10:30 a.m. China Standard
Time (CST). (a) MOD04 3 km AOT dataset at about 10:30 a.m. CST; (b) H8/AHI AOTpure 5 km dataset;
(c) H8/AHI AOTmerged 5 km dataset.
Figure 8. Scatterplots of the AOTs from three versions of H8/AHI product against ground-based
measurements. The three columns from left to right represent different sites and the rows from top to
bottom represent version 010, 020, and 030.
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3.1.6. Discussion of AHI Version 010
It is difficult to retrieve aerosol data from satellites due to the problem of effective separation
of the underlying surface reflection and aerosol particle back-scattering signals. The assumptions of
surface reflection and aerosol properties would affect the value of AOT retrieval [17,30].
The overall underestimation of AHI AOTs against ground-based observations at all sites in
Figure 3 and the spatial distribution of AOT from AHI version 010 compared to MODIS AOT in
Figure 7 indicate that the assumption of aerosol properties is not completely applicable to eastern China.
This aerosol inappropriateness (inadequate aerosol type) seems to result in a systematic negative
bias related to the actual aerosol loading, regardless of surface reflectance and time factors (Figure 5).
On the other hand, Figure 6 shows that, compared to ground-based observations, the H8/AHI has the
ability to effectively capture the hourly variations in aerosols, which also supports this conclusion.
H8/AHI JAXA AOT products use the second minimum reflectance method to assume the actual surface
and construct the surface reflectance dataset at every hour by considering the bidirectional reflectance
distribution function. This assumption makes surface accuracy more dependent on prior knowledge
and has little to do with the variation in angle (time) [1,42,43]. As a fixed-time sample drawn from of
total collocations, the scatterplots (bottom row) in Figure 4 are similar to Figure 3, which supports
this conclusion (we also analyzed the correlation coefficients every hour, but there was no significant
difference). For AOTs from MODIS, the performance (top row, Figure 4) at the Beijing site is worse
than the Xianghe site, which because the underlying surfaces of the Beijing (urban, bright surface) and
Xianghe (woodland, dark surface) sites are significantly different in the DT (Dark Target, improved
Dark Dense Vegetation) algorithm used in the MODIS C6 AOT product. Levy et al. concluded that
surface assumptions tend to dominate AOT retrieval when there is low aerosol loading (τ < 0.15) [4].
Thus, the overestimation of satellite AOTs under low aerosol loadings means that the surface albedo of
the Beijing site for the MODIS algorithm is not completely correct. However, the scatterplot of AHI
AOT products is similar at the Beijing and Xianghe sites under low aerosol loadings, which could also
be attributed to the inappropriate assumptions of surface albedo for AHI at the two sites. Considering
that the two sites are geographically adjacent (Figure 2), one interpretation is that the surface dataset
pre-defined by the second minimum reflectance method for version 010 may not be good in some
regions, no matter how “bright” or “dark” a surface.
In addition, only three sites are present in Figure 4. This is because the products of MODIS
did not provide sufficient retrievals for the remaining two sites of Wuhan and Taihu in the two
years investigated. In contrast, AHI has a lot of data in the same hour. Figure 8 also shows the
different spatial ranges between the two sensors. This is due to different assumptions about the surface
reflectance, different cloud processing [44–46] and different quality control [4] for the two aerosol
products. Therefore, the AOT products of AHI can help fill the gaps in existing satellite data, although
the assumptions of parameters need to be upgraded.
3.2. Comparison between Three Versions
According to the official documentation of the H8/AHI, the aerosol model and surface reflectance
are the main changes between the original L2 retrievals and the three L3 versions (010, 020, 030).
Therefore, for data consistency, it is necessary to evaluate the differences between the three versions.
As indicated in Figure 1, only a common period of three months can be used to compare the three
versions, so we simply compared the AHI AOTs of the three versions to the ground-based observations
at the Beijing, Xianghe, and Xuzhou sites (Figure 8). It can be seen that the total underestimation of
AOTs was alleviated and more collocations fall into the error envelop from version 010 to 020. However,
version 020 has a lower correlation coefficient than version 010. It seems that 020 is a transitional
version. The scatterplot of version 030 is similar to that of version 020, but with a better correlation and
a smaller deviation. The results indicate that the underestimation of AOTs in version 010 has been
greatly improved in version 030 (slope of the fitting line: from 0.61 to 0.73 at the Beijing site, from
0.40 to 0.79 at Xianghe, and from 0.45 to 0.62 at Xuzhou). This can be attributed to the updating of
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the aerosol model. However, limited by insufficient ground-based data in the common timeframe,
we cannot estimate the effect of surface reflectance, which is updated from version 010 to 030, on AOT.
In future, more ground-based sites should be introduced to analyze the AHI AOT products of version
030 separately.
Figure 9 shows a spatial comparison of the seasonal mean images of three versions in the common
time period. The blank areas in three images are generally consistent, but the missing pixels have been
reduced in version 030, which indicates that the effective pixels of the updated surface reflectance
dataset have increased. The small numerical differences in the spatial distribution of the three versions
are related to the changes in the aerosol models. However, in some high-value areas of version 010 and
020 images, there are significant differences in the numerical magnitude for version 030. This seems to
be due to significant changes in the surface dataset after the algorithm update.
Figure 9. The AOTmerged 5km summer mean spatial distribution of three versions at about 10:30 a.m.
CST. (a) version 010; (b) version 020; (c) version 030.
3.3. Evaluation of the H8/AHI Version 030 Dataset
The observations from four AERONET sites and six SONET sites during the period of August
2018 to December 2018 are introduced to evaluate the overall performance and verify the impact of
surface reflectance for the H8/AHI version 030 AOT products.
3.3.1. Comparison between H8/AHI Version 030 and Ground Sites
Figures 10 and 11 show that the AOTs of AHI version 030 have a high correlation coefficient (R:
0.73–0.91) and low uncertainty (RMSE: 0.13–0.27) compared with ground-based observations from
ten sites in eastern China. With a large percentage (37%–60%) of collocations falling within the EE
and the slope reaching more than 0.75, the performance of version 030 has been greatly improved.
However, as shown in Figure 12, although the spatial distribution of the seasonal mean from September
to November 2018 is consistent with MODIS in magnitude, there are still some differences.
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Figure 10. Scatterplots of the AOTs from H8/AHI version 030 products against ground-based
measurements from four AERONET sites.
Figure 11. Scatterplots of the AOTs from H8/AHI version 030 products against ground-based
measurements from six Sun-Sky Radiometer Observation Network (SONET) sites.
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Figure 12. The AOTmerged 5km summer mean spatial distribution of three versions at about 10:30 CST.
(a) version 030; (b) MODIS/Terra.
3.3.2. Discussion of AHI Version 030
Compared with the scatterplot in Figure 3, the results from the same four AERONET sites
(Figure 11) and the other six SONET sites (Figure 12) show a significant improvement in both the
slope and the bias. This indicates that the update of the aerosol model has effectively solved the total
underestimation problem. We then counted the collocations under low aerosol loading (τ < 0.15) at all
ten sites; the average difference is 0.18 (MD, and RMSE = 0.23) of the 126 points. This result shows
that an overestimation under low aerosol loading still seems to exist, but the magnitude is not large.
In addition, the types of underlying surfaces at the ten sites are different (Table 1), but the scatterplots
show overall consistency, which indicates that the updated surface reflectance dataset (improved
second minimum reflectance method and more historical data) for version 030 is widely applicable to
aerosol retrieval in eastern China. However, due to the differences in satellite sensor, aerosol retrieval
algorithm, and cloud processing, the seasonal spatial distribution of AHI is still different from MODIS
(Figure 12), and further research is needed.
4. Conclusions
In this study, we compared the H8/AHI L3 hourly AOT products with ground-based measurements
and MODIS products on spatial and temporal scale over eastern China. Based on the official
documentation, we found that the largest changes in the three versions (010, 020, 030) are the
predefined aerosol model and the surface reflectance datasets, which may be seen in the historical
dataset of AHI during past three years and in new research results [31,42,43]. However, the algorithm
itself has not changed much, which provides a basis for our research. The comparison results at five
sites indicate that the AOTs in version 010 of the H8/AHI L3 product has a moderate agreement with
ground-based observations (R: 0.66–0.85) but an overall underestimation of about 0.3 (RMSE) (Figures 3
and 4). This underestimation has a negative linear correlation with aerosol concentration (Figure 5).
The AOTs in version 030 show a better performance than previous versions, with a high correlation
coefficient (R: 0.73–0.91), low uncertainty (RMSE: 0.13–0.27), and good consistency (slope: 0.75–1.02,
within EE: 37%–60%) (Figure 8, Figure 10, and Figure 11).
The aerosol model for the AHI AOT retrieval algorithm affects the magnitude of retrieved AOT,
but it does not change the numerical variation trend of aerosol loading, the inappropriate aerosol
model for eastern China leads to a general underestimation in the 010 version (Figures 5 and 6).
This has been solved in version 030 (Figures 10 and 11) by the update of the aerosol model. The second
minimum reflectance model used for AHI needs the accumulation of historical data under suitable
atmospheric conditions, which does not depend entirely on the relationship between spectral band,
like the AOT algorithm of MODIS. Therefore, the assumptions should have universal applicability
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to different underlying surfaces. The surface dataset in version 010 is not suitable for some areas of
eastern China, which can be seen in the comparison between the Beijing and Xianghe sites (Figure 4).
But in version 030, the performances at 10 sites with different underlying surfaces are basically similar
(Figures 10 and 11). This indicates that the surface reflectance datasets in version 030 can effectively
assume different surfaces for eastern China.
In conclusion, the AOT products of H8/AHI can capture the fine hourly variations in aerosol
loading (Figure 6) and provide effective retrievals after the update. However, compared to MODIS,
the spatial distribution of AHI is still different due to the differences in the satellite sensor, aerosol
retrieval algorithm, and cloud processing (Figures 7 and 12). In addition, long-term aerosol monitoring
also needs to take into account the spatial differences between the three versions (Figure 9). Future
evaluations need to consider more conditions after accumulating more data.
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